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This paper describes a framework, based on Abstract Interpretation, for creating
abstractions for model-checking. Specifically, we study how to abstract models of µcalculus and systematically derive abstractions that are constructive, sound, and precise,
and apply them to abstracting Kripke structures. The overall approach is based on the
use of bilattices to represent partial and inconsistent information.

1 Introduction
Abstraction plays a fundamental role in combating state-space explosion in modelchecking. The goal of abstraction is to construct an abstract model of a system which is
small enough to be effectively analyzed, and yet rich enough to yield conclusive results.
Success of current abstraction projects, such as SLAM [2] and Bandera [6], indicates
that abstraction is an effective technique for enabling model-checking of realistic software systems.
In model-checking, a notion of abstracting a transition system is typically developed
as follows: (1) An abstract statespace is defined such that each abstract state corresponds
to a set of concrete states. This correspondence can be arbitrary, as in predicate abstraction [17], or influenced by the concrete statespace, as in symmetry reduction [12]. (2)
An abstract transition system is constructed by defining a transition relation over this
abstract statespace. (3) Finally, the resulting system is argued to be sound, i.e., it is
shown to preserve a fragment of the desired temporal logic.
The problem with the above approach is that it is not algorithmic: the techniques
used to construct the abstract systems require a certain amount of intuition of users, and
extra effort is needed to show that the resulting abstraction is correct. This makes it difficult to understand a specific abstraction method and improve on it. For example, given
an abstraction that preserves universal CTL, how should it be changed to preserve the
entire CTL? It is also difficult to understand the relationship between different abstract
methods. For example, as shown in [25], predicate abstraction and symmetry reduction
differ only in their choice of abstract states. However, this insight was not apparent just
from the description of these methods.
Given the role abstraction plays in the model-checking process, we believe it is
essential to create a general methodology for systematically constructing and analyzing
abstractions. In the context of static analysis of programs, such a framework, called
Abstract Interpretation (AI), has already been proposed by [7]. It provides a collection
of notations and tools to formalize the approximation of program semantics, as well as
to design and analyze program abstractions. The goal of this paper is to specialize the
AI framework to model-checking.

There are a number of ways to do this specialization, given the breadth of modelchecking approaches. Our goal here is to create abstractions that preserve properties
expressed in the modal µ-calculus [20] (Lµ ). Following the recipes of AI, we systematically derive conditions under which an abstract Lµ model is the best abstraction of
a concrete one. We guarantee that these abstract models are (a) sound, i.e., if an L µ
formula is satisfied in the abstract model it is satisfied in the concrete, (b) most precise, i.e., satisfy the most properties, and (c) have the desired structural characteristics,
e.g., a requirement that an abstraction of a transition system is a transition system as
well. These conditions are constructive and, as we show in this paper, can be derived almost mechanically. The algorithm for building a desired abstraction follows from these
conditions directly.
The logic Lµ includes negation, so that an Lµ formula ¬ϕ is satisfied iff ϕ is refuted.
If we assume that every formula is either satisfied or refuted in an abstraction as well, it
may seem that preserving soundness for all Lµ formulas means that such an abstraction
must satisfy and refute exactly the same properties as the corresponding concrete model
(resulting in a bisimilar model). If the goal is to save space for model-checking, this
abstraction would be very limited. Thus, most existing abstractions are restricted to
fragments of Lµ , i.e., only to the universal or only to the existential properties (see,
e.g., [22]).
The insight we use in this paper is that an abstraction is inherently incomplete: some
formulas may be neither satisfied nor refuted by it. We propose to treat satisfaction and
refutation independently. If we classify all Lµ formulas using a pair hSat, Refi, where
Sat contains all the formulas satisfied in an abstract model, while Ref contains all the
refuted ones, then Sat and Ref are not necessarily complements of each other. In fact,
Sat and Ref may not even be disjoint, allowing some formulas to be both satisfied and
refuted.
Associating knowledge about truth and falsity of every piece of evidence can be naturally encoded using 4-valued Belnap logic [3] which enjoys nice mathematical properties associated with bilattices [15, 14]. That is, bilattices enable a uniform approach
for handling partial and inconsistent information, allowing reasoning about truth and
knowledge in a single theoretical framework. In this paper, by combining the theories
of AI with that of bilattices, we obtain a simple and elegant framework for deriving
abstractions for Lµ . Due to the generality of bilattices, our results apply not only to the
traditional two-valued interpretation of Lµ , but also to its multi-valued [4] and quantitative [10] interpretations.
The contribution of this paper is a general technique, based on AI, for deriving
abstractions for model-checking. It allows understanding and comparing different techniques, and provides a methodology for proving soundness and precision of the desired
abstraction. We then study this technique on two additional levels. First, we apply it
to Lµ models, and then specialize it to abstracting transition systems represented as
Kripke structures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: after providing the necessary background in Section 2, we show how to lift abstraction between elements to abstraction
between sets of elements in Section 3. This gives us a general framework for approximating interpretations of Lµ . In Section 4, we derive abstractions for model-theoretic

interpretations of Lµ , and then apply our technique to abstracting transition systems
in Section 5. In Section 6, we specialize the results of Section 5 to boolean transition
systems, and compare them to those obtained by Dams et al. [8]. We relate our technique with other abstraction approaches in Section 7 and summarize our contributions
in Section 8.

2 Background
In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of lattice theory, modal µ-calculus, and
abstract interpretation.
2.1

Lattices and Monotone Functions

A lattice is a partially ordered set L = (L, ≤) in which every subset B of L has a least
upper bound, called join and denoted tB, and a greatest lower bound, called meet and
denoted uB [9]. A lattice is distributive if meet and join distribute over each other, i.e.,
(a u b) t c = (a t c) u (b t c), and (a t b) u c = (a u c) t (b u c).
A De Morgan algebra is a structure D = (L, ≤, −), where (L, ≤) is a distributive
lattice and − : L → L is a negation that satisfies involution (−−a = a) and De Morgan
laws: −(a u b) = −a t −b, and −(a t b) = −a u −b.
We denote the space of functions from A to B by A → B, or B A . For example,
both A → [B → C] and (C B )A denote the space of functions from A to functions
from B to C.
Let A be a set and L = (L, ≤) be a lattice. The ordering and operations of L extend
pointwise to LA , i.e., f ≤ g ⇔ ∀a ∈ A · f (a) ≤ g(a). This turns LA into a lattice with
the same properties as L. In particular, if L is distributive or De Morgan, so is LA .
A function f between two partially ordered sets (A, ≤) and (B, v) is monotone
(or, order-preserving) iff a ≤ b ⇒ f (a) v f (b), and anti-monotone iff a ≤ b ⇒
f (b) v f (a). We use upward (↑) and downward (↓) arrows to indicate monotone and
anti-monotone functions, respectively. For example, [A → B]↑ denotes the space of all
monotone functions from A to B, and (B A )↓ denotes the space of all anti-monotone
functions. Monotone and anti-monotone functions are closed under pointwise meet and
join; thus, if B is a lattice, then so are [A → B]↑ and [A → B]↓ .
2.2

Truth Domains and Sets

A truth-domain D is a collection of elements D, referred to as truth values, together
with a truth ordering v and a negation operator ¬ : D → D, such that D = (D, v, ¬)
is a De Morgan algebra. The truth ordering orders the elements based on their truth
content; thus, a v b stands for “a is less true than b”. The meet (∧) and join (∨) of the
truth ordering are called conjunction and disjunction, respectively.
The best known truth domain is the classical boolean logic 2 with values true and
false. Its truth ordering is shown in the Hasse diagram in Figure 1(a), with negation
indicated in parentheses. Other examples include Belnap logic B, shown in Figure 1(b),
which extends boolean logic with two additional values: m and d, to represent “unknown” and “inconsistent”, respectively; and Fuzzy logic F, shown in Figure 1(c). The
truth values of F are formed by the set of all real numbers in the closed interval [0, 1],
where 0 stands for false, 1 for true, and the remaining values stand for degrees of truth;
furthermore, negation is defined as ¬x , 1 − x, so that ¬0 = 1 and ¬1 = 0.
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Fig. 1. (a)-(c) Truth domains: (a) 2-valued boolean logic, (b) Belnap logic, and (c) Fuzzy logic.
(d) An abstract domain for Z.

Given a collection of elements U , a set over U is a function from U to a truth
domain. Thus, a boolean (or classical) set is a function from U to 2, a Belnap set is
a function from U to B, and a fuzzy set is a function from U to F. Set ordering and
operations are defined by pointwise extensions. Let S1 , S2 : U → D be two sets. Then
S1 ⊆ S2 , ∀x · S1 (x) v S2 (x)
S1
, λx · ¬S1 (x)

2.3

S1 ∪ S2 , λx · S1 (x) ∨ S2 (x)
S1 ∩ S2 , λx · S1 (x) ∧ S2 (x)

Modal µ-Calculus

In this section, we describe the modal µ-calculus [20], or Lµ .
Definition 1. Let Var be a set of variables and AP be a set of atomic propositions. The
logic Lµ (AP ) is the set of all formulas satisfying the grammar
ϕ ::= p | z | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ♦ϕ | µz · ϕ(z),

where p ∈ AP , and z ∈ Var. Furthermore, z in µz · ϕ(z) must occur under the scope
of an even number of negations in ϕ(z).
Additionally, we define the following syntactic abbreviations:
ϕ ∨ ψ , ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ) ϕ ⇒ ψ , ¬ϕ ∨ ψ ϕ , ¬♦¬ϕ νZ · ϕ(Z) , ¬µZ · ¬ϕ(¬Z)

The modal operator ♦ is typically interpreted as “an existence of an immediate
future”. For example, “p” means that p holds now, “♦p” means that there exists an
immediate future where p holds, and “p” means that p holds in all immediate futures.
The quantifiers µ and ν stand for least and greatest fixpoint, respectively.
An occurrence of a variable z in a formula ϕ is bound if it appears in the scope of
a µ quantifier and is free otherwise. For example, z is free in p ∨ ♦z, and is bound in
µz · p ∨ ♦z. A formula ϕ is closed if it does not contain any free variables.
A set-based interpretation of Lµ over a set domain D C is a mapping || · || from
closed Lµ formulas to D-sets over C. The elements of C are often called states, and
||ϕ||(c) = v is read as “the degree to which ϕ is satisfied by (or, true in) a state c is v”.
An Lµ model is a structure M = (D C , (pM )p∈AP , ♦M ), where D C is a set domain; for each p ∈ AP , pM is in DC ; and ♦M : DC → DC is a ⊆-monotone function.
The set domain is called the universe of M, and pM and ♦M are interpretations of
atomic propositions and the ♦ operator, respectively. A model M gives rise to an L µ
interpretation || · ||M .
The interpretation ||ϕ||M
σ is defined inductively on the structure of the formula ϕ,
where σ : Var → D C is an object assignment for free variables:
||p||M
, pM
σ
M
M
||ϕ ∧ ψ||σ , ||ϕ||M
σ` ∩ ||ψ||σ
´
M
⊆
||µx · ϕ||σ , lfp λS · ||ϕ||M
σ[x7→S]

||z||M
, σ(z)
σ
M
||¬ϕ||M
σ , ||ϕ||σ
M
M
||♦ϕ||σ , ♦ (||ϕ||M
σ )

M
where lfp⊆ f is the ⊆-least fixpoint of f . For a closed Lµ formula ϕ, ||ϕ||M
σ = ||ϕ||σ 0
0
M
for any σ and σ . Thus, we write ||ϕ|| for that value, and define it to be the modelbased interpretation of ϕ.
Formulas of Lµ are often interpreted over Kripke structures. A Kripke structure is
a tuple K = (AP, C, D, I, R), where AP is a collection of atomic propositions, C is a
collection of elements (called states), D is a truth domain, I : AP → D C is a mapping
from atomic propositions to sets over C, and R : C → D C is a transition function
mapping each state to a set of its successors. For a transition function R, we define a
˜
pre-image operator pre[R] : D C → DC and its dual pre[R]
as:

pre[R](Q)(s) , ∨t∈C (R(s) ∩ Q)(t)

˜
pre[R](Q)
, pre[R](Q)

Intuitively, pre[R](Q)(s) is a degree to which the set R(s) of successors of s has a
non-empty intersection with Q. A Kripke structure K = (AP, C, D, I, R) gives rise to
an Lµ (AP ) model M(K) = (D C , (pM(K) )p∈AP , ♦M(K) ), where pM(K) , I(p), and
♦M(K) , pre[R]. Finally, the interpretation || · ||K of Lµ in K is defined as ||ϕ||K ,
||ϕ||M(K) .
2.4

Abstract Interpretation

The framework of Abstract Interpretation (AI) provides a collection of tools for systematic design and analysis of semantic approximations [7]. The framework is very flexible
and can be applied in various ways. Below, we give a brief overview of AI, summarizing
the results used in our work.
Basics of Abstract Interpretation. Inputs to an AI framework are collections of concrete elements C and abstract elements A, called a concrete and an abstract domain,
respectively. A notion of approximation, or abstraction, is formalized by a soundness
relation ρ ⊆ A × C, where a ρ c is read as “a ρ-approximates c”.
A concretization function γ : A → 2C maps each abstract element to a set of
concrete elements corresponding to it: γ(a) , {c | a ρ c}. An abstract element a is
called consistent if γ(a) 6= ∅; otherwise, we say a is inconsistent. The elements of A
can be thought of as properties, such as “positive” or “odd”, and γ(a) as a collection of
concrete elements satisfying a. The concretization γ induces an approximation ordering
ρ on A such that a ρ b ⇔ γ(a) ⊇ γ(b).
Intuitively, a ρ b means that a approximates more concrete elements than b; therefore, a is less informative, or equivalently, less precise than b. When viewed as a property, a is weaker than b. For example, knowing that an element is “positive” is less
informative than knowing that it is both “positive” and “odd”.
In this paper, an abstract domain A is equipped with an information ordering  A
such that (A, A ) is a lattice and a A b ⇒ a ρ b. Thus, we can study properties
of an abstract domain independently of any particular soundness relation. Furthermore,
we assume that A satisfies “the existence of a best approximation” [7], that is:
∀c ∈ C · ∃a ∈ A · (a ρ c ∧ ∀a0 ∈ A · a0 ρ c ⇒ γ(a0 ) ⊇ γ(a))
and use α : C → A to denote an abstraction function that maps each concrete element to its best approximation. Note that for a given c, A may have several best
approximations; thus, α is not uniquely defined. In such cases, it is convenient to

use the A -largest α, so that ρ and γ can be expressed as a ρ c ⇔ a A α(c) and
c ∈ γ(a) ⇔ a A α(c), respectively.
A lower bound with respect to ρ is called widening and is denoted by 5. Intuitively, for a set Q ⊆ A, 5Q is an abstract element representing the information common to all elements of Q, i.e., γ(5Q) ⊇ ∪q∈Q γ(q). In particular, the greatest lower
bound uA of A is a widening. A widening 5 is info-preserving if for any Q containing no inconsistent elements, 5Q is the best representation of information common to
all elements of Q, i.e., ∀a ∈ A · γ(a) ⊇ ∪q∈Q γ(q) ⇒ γ(a) ⊇ γ(5Q).
Abstract domains (A1 , 1 ) and (A2 , 2 ) are informationally equivalent if they represent the same degrees of information, that is, ∀a1 ∈ A1 · ∃a2 ∈ A2 · γ1 (a1 ) = γ2 (a2 )
and ∀a2 ∈ A2 · ∃a1 ∈ A1 · γ1 (a1 ) = γ2 (a2 ).
For examples in this paper, we use the set of integers Z as a concrete domain, and the
domain A, shown in Figure 1(d), as the abstract domain. The soundness relation ρ e ⊆
A × Z is self-explanatory, e.g., 2 is ρe -approximated by pos&evn, evn, pos, and int,
where pos&evn is its best abstract approximation. Similarly, γe (evn) is the set EVEN
of all even numbers, γe (neg) is the set NEG of all negative numbers, γe (neg&evn) is
NEG ∩ EVEN, etc.
Functional Abstraction. In practice, it is common to synthesize abstractions of complex structures using abstractions of their parts. A particular application is abstraction
of functions, or functional abstraction [7].
Let A = A1 → A2 and C = C1 → C2 be collections of abstract and concrete functions, where A1 and A2 are abstract domains approximating C1 and C2 , respectively.
A soundness relation ρf ⊆ A × C is functional if g ρf -approximates f iff g preserves
soundness of f . Formally, ρf satisfies
g ρf f ⇔ ∀a1 ∈ A1 · ∀c1 ∈ γ1 (a1 ) · g(a1 ) ρ2 f (c1 )

(functional soundness)

Let 5 be a widening operator of A2 , and α5 : C → A be defined as
α5 (f )(a) , 5c∈γ1 (a) α2 (f (c))

(functional abstraction)

Then α5 (f ) is a ρf -approximation of f , and its precision is determined by the precision
of the widening operator used.
Theorem 1. [7] Let A, C, ρf , and α5 be as above. If 5 is info-preserving, then α5 (f )
is the best ρf -approximation of f .
One of the main results of AI is that α5 preserves fixpoints:
Theorem 2. [7] Let (C, vC ) be a lattice, f : [C → C]↑ be a monotone function, and
(A, vA ) be a lattice approximating C via ρC . If the join operator ∨A of A preserves
soundness, i.e., (αC (c1 )∨A αC (c2 )) A αC (c1 ∨C c2 ), then the least fixpoint of α5 (f )
ρC -approximates the least fixpoint of f : lfpvA α5 (f ) ρC lfpvC f .
Functional Abstraction and Monotone Functions. Let A = [A1 → A2 ] be as above,
and assume that A1 and A2 are equipped with information orderings 1 and 2 , respectively. Then the set A↑ = [A1 → A2 ]↑ of -monotone functions is informationally
equivalent to A.Furthermore, if 5 is an info-preserving widening of A2 , then its pointwise extension to functions is also an info-preserving widening of A↑ [25]. Therefore,
we always restrict the abstract domain of functional abstraction to -monotone functions.

3 Abstract Sets
Sets play the role of basic blocks in the definition of Lµ semantics. In this section, we
develop an abstraction of sets that preserves all set operations, including set complement. This abstraction gives us the necessary tools for abstracting Lµ models, which
we do in Section 4. But it is independent of Lµ and can be used anywhere abstract sets
are required.
We assume that C and A are a concrete and an abstract domain, respectively, related by a soundness relation ρe and an abstraction function αe . We aim to lift ρe to
a soundness relation ρs between concrete sets, i.e., functions from C into a fixed truth
domain D, and abstract sets, i.e., functions from A into some truth domain B (potentially different from D). The goal of ρs is to preserve set membership: that is, if Sα
ρs -approximates S, then if a ∈ A ρe -approximates c, Sα (a) must approximate S(c).
As always, we also want to know when Sα is a best approximation of a given set S.
We view sets as functions, so it is natural to express ρs as a functional abstraction.
For this, we must first identify the notion of an abstract truth domain B and settle on the
meaning of “approximating truth values”.
3.1 Bilattices as Abstract Truth Domains
Intuitively, an abstract truth-domain B is a truth-domain and, therefore, has a truth ordering and a negation. It is also an abstract domain and needs an information ordering.
Furthermore, truth operations should not interfere with the information ordering. For
example, if a and b are in B and a is less informative than b, then negation of a (¬a)
must be less informative than ¬b.
A structure that captures our intuition is that of a bilattice, which has been introduced by Ginsberg [15] to enable reasoning with partiality and inconsistency. Here, we
briefly describe distributive bilattices.
Definition 2. [15] A distributive bilattice is a structure B = (B, , v, ¬) such that:
(1) Bi = (B, ) is a lattice and Bt = (B, v, ¬) is a De Morgan algebra; (2) meet (u)
and join (t) of Bi , and meet (∧) and join (∨) of Bt are monotone with respect to both
 and v; (3) all meets and joins distribute over each other; and (4) negation (¬) is
-monotone.
The ordering  ranks elements of B with respect to information, and v ranks them with
respect to truth. Operations ∧ and ∨ of Bt are called conjunction and disjunction. In the
spirit of AI, we refer to u and t as widening and narrowing, respectively.
De Morgan algebras have a natural connection to bilattices.
Theorem 3. [15, 14]. Let D = (D, ≤, −) be a De Morgan algebra, and B(D) be a
structure (D × D, , v, ¬) such that
ha, bi  hc, di , a ≤ c ∧ b ≤ d

ha, bi v hc, di , a ≤ c ∧ d ≤ b

¬ha, bi , hb, ai

Then, B(D) is a distributive bilattice. Furthermore, every distributive bilattice is isomorphic to B(D) for some De Morgan algebra D.
For a truth-domain D, an element hx, yi of B(D) is interpreted as a truth value
whose degree of truth is x and degree of falsity is y. For example, B(2) consists of
four elements: ht, fi representing true – maximal degree of truth and minimal degree of

falsity, hf, ti representing false, hf, fi representing lack of knowledge – minimal degree
of both truth and falsity, and ht, ti representing an inconsistency (or disagreement) –
maximal degree of both truth and falsity. It is easy to verify that B(2) is exactly Belnap
logic shown in Figure 1(b). For convenience, we introduce projections πt and πf defined
as πt (hx, yi) , x and πf (hx, yi) , y.
Guided by the above intuition, we say that B(D) is an abstract truth-domain corresponding to a truth domain D. Intuitively, hx, yi ∈ B(D) approximates c ∈ D if x is no
more true than c, and y is no more false than c. In particular, hc, −ci is the best approximation of c. Formally, this is captured by an abstraction function αt (c) , hc, −ci, and
a soundness relation ρt , {(a, c) | a  αt (c)}.
It is easy to verify that truth operations of B(D), including negation, preserve soundness. That is, if a1  αt (c1 ) and a2  αt (c2 ), then a1 ∧ a2  αt (c1 ∧ c2 ), a1 ∨ a2 
αt (c1 ∨ c2 ), and ¬a1  αt (¬c1 ). Furthermore, u is an info-preserving widening.
3.2

Set Abstraction

We now formally define the soundness relation ρs between concrete (C → D) and
abstract (A → B(D)) sets as:
Sα ρs S , ∀a ∈ A · ∀c ∈ γe (a) · Sα (a)  αt (S(c))
(set soundness)
The soundness relation ρs is functional, and the corresponding abstraction function αs
follows immediately from Theorem 1:
αs (S)(a) , uc∈γe (a) αt (S(c))
(set abstraction)
Note that αs (S)(a) = hx, yi means that the elements in γe (a) belong to S with a truth
degree of at least x, and to S with a truth degree of at least y. In particular, if S is a
boolean set, then αs (S) is a Belnap set; αs (S)(a) is t iff γe (a) is contained in S, f iff
γe (a) is contained in S, m iff γe (a) is not contained in either S or S, and d iff γe (a) is
contained in both S and S.
For example, an abstraction αs (EVEN) of a boolean set EVEN ∈ 2Z is
8
>
<t
αs (EVEN)(a) , f
>
:
m

if γe (a) ⊆ EVEN
if γe (a) ⊆ ODD
otherwise

Note a difference between an abstract element evn and an abstract set αs (EVEN). The
former represents a property of being an even number, and γe (evn) = EVEN is the set
of all numbers having this property. On the other hand, αs (EVEN) represents a set that
contains all even and no odd numbers; hence, γs (αs (EVEN)) = {EVEN} is a singleton
containing the only set satisfying these conditions.
A
Recall that the set operations of B(D) are pointwise extensions of the corresponding operations of B(D); therefore, they preserve soundness. For example, if S α ρs approximates S, then Sα ρs -approximates S, etc.
Finally, since ρs is functional, following the discussion in Section 2.4, we restrict
A
the domain of abstract sets to -monotone functions, i.e., to B(D)↑ . Note that abstract
set operations preserve -monotonicity and do not interfere with this restriction. This
gives us with a abstract domain for sets that (a) preserves all set operations and (b) has
an info-preserving widening. We use elements of this abstract domain as basic blocks
for designing Lµ -preserving abstractions in the next section.
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Fig. 2. (a) Abstracting Lµ : the top row summarizes soundness relations for abstracting Lµ interpretations; the middle one – Lµ models, i.e., interpretions of atomic propositions and ♦ relation;
the bottom one – Lµ -preserving abstractions of Kripke structures. (b) A fragment of the abstraction αT (R1 ), where R1 (x) = x + 1.

4 Abstract Interpretation for Modal µ-Calculus
In this section, we develop an abstraction of Lµ models that is sound w.r.t. satisfaction
and refutation of all Lµ formulas, i.e., if an Lµ formula is satisfied (refuted) by the
abstract model, it is satisfied (refuted) by the concrete one. We start by formalizing the
notion of Lµ -preserving approximation in the language of AI, and then systematically
extend it to the desired abstraction. The top half of the diagram in Figure 2(a) illustrates the structures and relations discussed in this section, where solid lines represent
relations between structures, and dashed those between their components.
We assume that C is a collection of concrete elements, called states, and D is a truth
domain. Recall from Section 2.3 that an interpretation of Lµ || · || over a set domain D C
maps each closed Lµ formula to a D-set over C, where ||ϕ||(c) is the degree to which
a formula ϕ is true in a state c.
Let A be an abstract domain approximating C via a soundness relation ρe , and B(D)
be an abstract truth domain approximating D via a soundness relation ρt as defined in
Section 3.1. Furthermore, let || · ||α be an interpretation of Lµ formulas as B(D)-sets
over A.
A natural way to extend the soundness relation ρe from states to Lµ interpretations
is to say that || · ||α approximates || · || if for every Lµ formula ϕ and every abstract state
a ∈ A, ||ϕ||α (a) approximates the degree to which ||ϕ|| is true for every concrete state
c corresponding to a. We denote this soundness relation by ρi and formalize it using the
set soundness relation ρs , defined in Section 3.2, as
|| · ||α ρi || · || , ∀ϕ ∈ Lµ · ||ϕ||α ρs ||ϕ||

(Lµ soundness)

In this paper, we are only interested in the model-based interpretations of Lµ . A
natural way to extend ρi to models is to say that a concrete model C is approximated by
an abstract model A if the corresponding Lµ interpretation || · ||C is approximated by
|| · ||A . Formally, we define a model soundness relation ρm as
A ρm C , || · ||A ρi || · ||C

(model soundness)

In the rest of this section, we employ the AI framework to construct an abstract
model A that is a best ρm -approximation of a given concrete model C. As discussed in
Section 3, we restrict the universe of A to -monotone functions from A to B(D).

d

We first outline the steps involved: (1) define a soundness relation ρ♦ between interpretations of the ♦ operator and derive the corresponding abstraction function α ♦ ; (2)
A
show that an abstract model A = (B(D)↑ , (pA )p∈AP , ♦A ) ρm -approximates a concrete model C = (D C , (pC )p∈AP , ♦C ) if for each p ∈ AP , pA ρs -approximates pC ,
and ♦A ρ♦ -approximates ♦C ; (3) conclude that the best approximation of C is given by
A
αm (C) , (B(D)↑ , (αs (pC ))p∈AP , α♦ (♦C )).
Step 1. For a given Lµ -model, an interpretation of modal formulas, i.e. formulas
with ♦ but no fixpoint quantifiers, is determined by the model’s interpretation of the ♦
operator. Thus, we define ρ♦ as follows:
A
C
♦A ρ♦ ♦C , ∀X ∈ B(D)A
↑ · ∀Y ∈ γs (X) · ♦ (X) ρs ♦ (Y )

(♦-soundness)

Following Theorem 1, its corresponding abstraction function α♦ is defined as
α♦ (♦C )(X) , uY ∈γs (X) αs (♦C (Y ))

(♦-abstraction)

Step 2. To show that an abstract model A ρm -approximates a concrete model C
if each component of A approximates the corresponding counterpart of C, we need to
show that for any formula ϕ, ||ϕ||A ρs -approximates ||ϕ||C .
A

Theorem 4. Let C = (D C , (pC )p∈AP , ♦C ) be a concrete model, A = (B(D) , (pA )p∈AP ,
♦A ) be an abstract model such that A approximates C via a soundness relation ρ e .
Then, A ρm C ⇐ ∀p ∈ AP · pA ρs pC ∧ ♦A ρ♦ ♦C .
The theorem is proved by structural induction on ϕ, using Theorem 2 for cases where
ϕ contains a fixpoint quantifier.
Step 3. Finally, we define an abstraction function αm that maps each concrete model
to its best abstract approximation:
C
C
αm (C) , (B(D)A
↑ , (αs (p ))p∈AP , α♦ (♦ ))

(model abstraction)

For example, consider a concrete boolean model C = (2Z , pC , ♦C ), where pC =
EVEN and ♦C = λS · {y | y + 1 ∈ S}. Then, ♦p is interpreted in C as ||♦p||C =
♦C (EVEN) = ODD, and in the abstraction of C as ||♦p||αm (C) = α♦ (♦C )(αs (EVEN)) =
αs (ODD).
The resulting abstraction function αm allows us to abstract Lµ models, obtaining
abstractions which are both sound and precise. However, αm depends on an interpretation of ♦ modality, which we left unspecified. We study this subject below.

5 Abstraction of Kripke Structures
In practice, the ♦ modality is often interpreted using a Kripke structure. In this section,
we are interested in conditions under which a Kripke structure over an abstract statespace (i.e., an abstract Kripke structure) is a best approximation of a given concrete one.
We show that the framework of AI provides an elegant and almost mechanical way to
answer this question.
Approximating Kripke Structures. Below, we aim to extend the soundness relation
ρm between models to a soundness relation ρK between Kripke structures, and derive a
corresponding abstraction function αK .
Throughout this section, we assume that C = (C, D, I C , RC ) is a concrete Kripke
structure over concrete states C and a truth domain D, and A = (A, B(D), I A , RA )

ρ♦

DC → DC

A
B(D)A
↑ → B(D)↑

[D C → D]

ρisct
pre[RC ]

C → [D C → D]

A
A → [B(D)A
↑ → B(D)]↑ pre[R ]

ρisct

[B(D)A
↑ → B(D)]↑

isct(X)

isct(Y )

ρ∩

(a)

C

R =C→D

C

DC

ρT
R

A

=A→

B(D)A
↓

ρ∩

B(D)A
↓

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Soundness relations between ♦ modality and transition function; (b) Detail of (a):
relations ρisct and ρ∩ .

is an abstract Kripke structure, where A is an abstract domain related to C via ρ e , and
B(D) is an abstract truth domain related to D via ρt .
The soundness relation ρK on Kripke structures is defined as a restriction of the
model soundness relation ρm (see Figure 2(a)):
A ρK C , M(A) ρm M(C)
(Kripke soundness)
By Theorem 4, ρK is decomposed over the components of the Kripke structure:
A ρK C ⇐ (∀p ∈ AP · I A (p) ρs I C (p)) ∧ RA ρT RC

where the relation ρT between transition functions is defined as:
RA ρT RC , pre[RA ] ρ♦ pre[RC ]

(transition soundness)
The abstraction function αs corresponding to ρs has already been defined in Section 3.2.
Thus, the only missing ingredient for defining αK is the transition abstraction αT . Unfortunately, the soundness relation ρT is not functional; making Theorem 1 not applicable. However, we show below that ρT can be easily made functional. We begin by
introducing an intersection operator isct: isct(X)(S) , ∨t (X ∩ S)(t) which allows us
to express the pre-image of a transition function R as pre[R](Q) = λs · isct(R(s))(Q).
We then define a functional soundness relation ρisct (see Figure 3(a)):
A
isct(X) ρisct isct(Y ) , ∀S ∈ B(D)↑ · ∀Q ∈ γs (S) · isct(X)(S) ρt isct(Y )(Q)
Noticing that isct(X) is determined by a set X, we extend ρisct to a soundness
relation ρ∩ between sets (see Figure 3(b)):
X ρ∩ Y , isct(X) ρisct isct(Y )
(successor soundness)
Finally, ρT is made functional:
RA ρT RC ⇔ pre[RA ] ρ♦ pre[RC ]
⇔ ∀a ∈ A · ∀c ∈ γe (s) · isct(RA (a)) ρisct isct(RC (c))
⇔ ∀a ∈ A · ∀c ∈ γe (s) · RA (a) ρ∩ RC (c)

However, ρ∩ is still not functional! Thus, before applying Theorem 1 to construct
αT , we need to construct the abstraction function α∩ directly, i.e., without using Theorem 1. We do so below.
Abstraction of Intersection. Intuitively, the ideal abstraction α∩ is such that the diagram in Figure 3(b) commutes. That is, α∩ (X) = Y implies that αisct (isct(X)) =
isct(Y ). Note that ρisct is functional, thus the definition of αisct (isct(X)) follows from
Theorem 1. Following a standard technique of AI, we proceed to reorganize this defA
inition until the emergence of conditions under which Y ∈ B(D) is the best ρ∩ abstraction of X. This derivation is simple but long, and is omitted from the paper. For
details, please see full version of this paper [19]. Here, we only show the final result.

Theorem 5. Let C and (A, A ) be a concrete and an abstract domain related by ρe ,
D and B(D) be truth-domains related by ρt , and for X ∈ D A , let α∩ be defined as
α∩ (X)(a) , h∨c∈γe (a) X(c), ∧c∈γ̃e (a) ¬X(c)i,

where γ̃e (a) , {c ∈ C | αe (c) A a} is a dual-conretization function. Then,
αisct (isct(X)) = isct(α∩ (X)).
To construct αT using Theorem 1, we need an info-preserving widening. The widening u on B(D)A – the pointwise extension of u of B(D) – is not info-preserving in
general. Instead, we restrict the abstract domain to the -antimonotone functions, i.e.,
A
A
A
to B(D)↓ , since (a) B(D)↓ is informationally equivalent to B(D) , and (b) it makes
pointwise widening u info-preserving. Note that α∩ (X) is already -antimonotone.
Abstraction of Transition Functions. Once the abstraction α∩ is defined, the abstraction of transition functions αT follows from Theorem 1:
αT (RC )(a) , uc∈γe (a) α∩ (RC (c))

(transition abstraction)

By expanding α∩ , αT can be alternatively expressed as:
πt (αT (RC )(a)(b)) = ∧c∈γe (a) pre[RC ](γe (b))(c)
˜ C ](¬γ̃e (b))(c)
πf (αT (RC )(a)(b)) = ∧c∈γe (a) pre[R

That is, if RA = αT (RC ), then a transition RA (a)(b) between abstract states a and b
is as true as the least degree with which all concrete states in γe (a) have a successor in
γe (b), and as false as the least degree with which all successors of states in γe (a) are
not in γ̃e (b).
Note that so far, we have made no assumptions on the concrete transition function.
However, if the concrete transition function RC is boolean, then RA = αT (RC ) is
B(2)-valued and satisfies:
˜ C ](¬γ̃e (b))i
RA (a)(b) = hγe (a) ⊆ pre[RC ](γe (b)), γe (a) ⊆ pre[R

For example, let R1 (x) , x + 1. A fragment of its abstraction αT (R1 ) is shown in
Figure 2(b), where pos, neg and int are removed for clarity. For any even x, x +
1 is definitely odd, but it maybe positive or negative. Thus, the transition from evn
to odd is d, and transitions to pos&odd and to neg&odd are m. Note that the preimage of αT (R1 ) approximates the pre-image of R1 , e.g., pre[αT (R1 )](αs (EVEN)) =
αs (ODD).
Finally, the best abstract Kripke structure αK (C) of a concrete Kripke structure
C = (C, D, I C , RC ) is obtained compositionally:
αK (C) , (A, B(D), αs ◦ I C , αT (RC ))

(Kripke abstraction)

Thus, we were able to systematically derive rules for abstracting Kripke structures
by abstract Kripke structures.
Note that the diagram in Figure 3(a) does not commute, i.e., α♦ (pre[R]) 6= pre[αT (R)].
Thus, for a given Kripke structure, its best abstraction by an abstract Lµ -model is more
precise than its best abstraction by an abstract Kripke structure. For example, let R 2 be
8
>
<2x if x ≥ 5 ∧ x ∈ ODD
R2 (x) , −x if 0 ≤ x < 5 ∧ x ∈ ODD
>
:
−2 otherwise

and X , (POS ∩ EVEN) ∪ (NEG ∩ ODD). Then, α♦ (pre[R2 ])(αs (X))(pos&odd) =
αs (POS ∩ ODD)(pos&odd) = t, but pre[αT (R2 )](αs (X))(pos&odd) = m. This
shows that transition systems are not necessarily the best abstract domain for L µ preserving abstractions.

6 Application: Abstraction of Classical Kripke Structures
In this section, we look at boolean Kripke structures and compare our abstraction to
that of Dams et al. [8], which provides an alternative way of computing the best L µ preserving abstraction of Kripke structures.
We begin by addressing minor differences between the two approaches. First, the
goal of [8] is to preserve satisfaction of positive Lµ , i.e., a fragment of Lµ with negation
restricted to atomic propositions. Second, Kripke structures are abstracted by Mixed
Transition Systems (MixTSs). Essentially, a MixTS is a Kripke structure with two separate transition relations, RC and RF , called constrained and free, respectively. The
interpretation of Lµ over MixTSs is the same as its interpretation over Kripke struc˜ F ].
tures, with the exception that ♦ is interpreted as pre[RC ] and  – as pre[R
Note that positive Lµ is as expressive as full Lµ : for every Lµ formula ϕ there exists
an equivalent positive formula NNF(ϕ), its negation normal form. Thus, an abstraction
that preserves positive Lµ easily extends to full Lµ . Furthermore, the next theorem
shows that MixTSs are equivalent to B(2)-valued Kripke structures.
Theorem 6. Let T be a MixTS with statespace A and transition functions R C and RF ,
and K be a B(2)-valued Kripke structure with the same statespace, and a transition
function RK such that RK (a)(b) = hRC (a)(b), ¬RF (a)(b)i. Then, for any Lµ formula
ϕ, ||ϕ||K = h||NNF(ϕ)||T , ||NNF(¬ϕ)||T i.
Thus, in the case of boolean Kripke structures, the abstraction developed in this
paper is equivalent to that of [8]: same structures are used as an abstract domain, and
exactly the same Lµ formulas are preserved. However, unlike the approach taken in [8],
our work systematically derives both the abstraction and the notion of abstract Kripke
structures from Lµ -preservation and the soundness relation ρs between concrete and
abstract sets.
It is interesting to note that although the two abstractions are equivalent w.r.t satisfaction of Lµ , they are not identical. For completeness, Dams et al. show that the most
precise MixTS abstracting a Kripke structure satisfies the following conditions:
RC (a, b) ⇔ b ∈ {uy∈Y αe (y) | Y ∈ min{Y 0 | R∀∃ (γe (a), Y 0 )}}
RF (a, b) ⇔ b ∈ {uy∈Y αe (y) | Y ∈ min{Y 0 | R∃∃ (γe (a), Y 0 )}}

where R∀∃ (S, T ) , ∀s ∈ S · ∃t ∈ T · R(s)(t) and R∃∃ (S, T ) , ∃s ∈ S · ∃t ∈
T · R(s)(t). It is different from our abstraction αT , which, when put in this notation, is:
αT (R)(a)(b) = hR∀∃ (γe (a), γe (b)), ¬R∃∃ (γe (a), γ̃e (b))i

We believe that our characterization is simpler; however, it remains to be seen whether
it is also more useful in practice, e.g., if it leads to a smaller symbolic representation, or
easier to construct compositionally, etc. We leave this topic for future work.

7 Related Work
Over the years, many abstraction methods have been developed for Lµ model-checking
[5, 8, 12, 17, 21, 22, 24]. They concentrate on a specific model – transition systems and
most of them preserve soundness (satisfaction) for fragments of Lµ : if an abstract system is an over-approximation of the concrete one, the abstraction is sound for all universal properties. Similarly, a sound abstraction for existential properties comes from
under-approximation.
The first approach for sound abstraction of full Lµ was proposed by Larsen and
Thompsen [21]. They have shown that Modal Transition Systems (MTS) can be used
to combine both over- and under-approximations. However, the goal of this work is not
abstraction, and it did not consider the problem of how to abstract a Kripke structure
using an MTS. The construction problem is addressed by Dams et al. [8], who independently proposed using MixTSs, a slight generalization of MTSs, as abstract models, and
provided conditions for constructing an MixTS with the best precision. Although this
work uses AI to describe the relationship between concrete and abstract statespaces, abstract transition systems are not derived systematically; instead, the optimal conditions
are defined based on intuition, and both soundness and optimality of precision require
separate proofs.
Among the attempts of using AI to systematically derive best abstractions, the work
of Loiseaux et al. [22] and Schmidt [23] are the closest to ours. [22] showed how to
derive a simulation-based sound abstract transition system from Galois connections
within the AI framework, but their results apply only to the universal fragment of
Lµ . Motivated by the study of MixTSs, [23] showed how to capture over- and underapproximations between transition systems using AI and systematically derived Dams’s
most precise results. However, the starting goal of this work was formalizing the overand the under-approximations, restricting the result to the specific Lµ models, namely,
transition systems. On the other hand, in our work we start from formalizing the notion
of soundness of Lµ interpretations – the most general and exact goal of abstraction for
Lµ (via the soundness relation ρi in Section 4), and then systematically derive conditions which guarantee the best precision of the abstraction. Thus, our results can be applied to different Lµ models, where abstracting transition systems is just a special case.
Another important feature of our work is the use of bilattices. The approaches of [8,
23] develop best over- and under-approximations separately, whereas our combination
of AI with bilattices provides a uniform way for abstraction of both satisfaction and
refutation of Lµ . Multi-valued logic has been previously combined with abstraction in
the form of 3-valued transition systems (e.g. [16]). However, these results do not use
the framework of AI, and, in particular, only deal with soundness and not the precision
of the abstraction. Furthermore, 3-valued Kripke structures (unlike those based on Belnap logic) lack monotonicity [24]: a more refined abstract domain does not necessarily
result in a more precise abstraction, and thus the most precise abstraction may not even
exist.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that abstract interpretation provides a systematic way
for designing abstractions for model-checking. On one hand, our work can be seen as

recreating the pioneering work of Dams et al. [8] in a systematic setting where each
step in designing an abstraction and each loss of precision can be traced back to either
the choice of an abstract domain, or the requirements on the abstract structure. On
the other hand, our work also extends their results to non-traditional interpretations of
Lµ , such as its multi-valued [4] and quantitative [10] interpretations. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first abstraction technique that can be applied to these nonclassical interpretations.
In this paper, we lay the basic groundwork for designing Lµ -preserving abstractions
using the framework of AI. However, our work can be easily extended in a number of
directions. We discuss a few of them below.
We have shown that requiring that an abstraction of a transition system be a transition system as well, comes with a loss of precision. Thus, it may be interesting to
explore how a transition system can be abstracted directly by an abstract Lµ model.
Such models will require new model-checking algorithms, but will provide additional
precision, and possibly be easier to construct. For example, recent work on symmetry reduction [13] argues that instead of constructing a reduced abstract model, the
symmetry-reduced ♦ modality can be implemented directly by putting symmetry reduction inside the model-checking algorithm. We believe that our framework can be
used to extend this approach to other, non-symmetry induced, abstract domains. Our
work on a software model-checker YASM [18] is a first step in this direction.
In designing abstractions of Kripke structures, we have assumed that the domain
and range of the transition function are abstracted by the same abstract domain. This
need not be the case. By using different but related abstract domains, we obtain a generalization of “hyper-transition abstractions” [24, 11] to arbitrary abstract domains.
Although not shown explicitly in the paper, the pointwise extension of the bilattice
narrowing operator t to abstract structures provides a simple way to combine several,
not necessarily best, abstractions. This allows us to study incremental construction of
abstractions, such as the one in [1].
We believe that our framework provides an interesting starting point for exploring
the connection between AI and model-checking, and hope to continue this line of research in the future.
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